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he relevance of this topic is
beyond dispute. I would espe-
cially like to thank and

congratulate NRC for its support to
the project that preceded this seminar
and which has resulted in the book
Caught Between Borders that I edited
with Marc Vincent. What I find most
commendable here are not simply the
time and money invested by NRC but
rather the approach and attitude that
have been expressed.

Practitioners and researchers tend to
work in separate worlds. Practitioners
defend this position by arguing that
research is too time-consuming or
irrelevant to practice and policy.
Researchers, on the other hand, claim
that practitioners are governed by
their own organisations’ agendas,
always impose their own worldview
and categories and resist the complex-
ities of life. However, there are also
some with a keen interest in finding
ways in which the existing gap
between research, practical work and

policy making can be bridged. NRC,
I believe, belongs to this last cate-
gory. This project is an example of
how the agendas and interests of
practitioners and policy makers on
the one hand and those of
researchers on the other can be
combined in a joint effort to
enhance the understanding and
hopefully improve the responses to
a particular situation. 

This leads me to my own role in
the project – and my own agenda.
When I participated in a similar
seminar organised by NRC in 1997
in order to get IDPs on the interna-
tional agenda, I was surprised and
disturbed to hear most participants
speaking only about how ‘we’ could
help ‘them’. It became clear that

IDPs were in the process of becoming
a new category of humanitarian con-
cern, defined primarily by its lack –
lack of home, lack of rights, lack of
resources and lack of a proper legal
definition. 

Let me immediately stress that I do
not dispute that those forcefully dis-
placed as a result of war are often in
need of various forms of assistance.
Rather, my objection concerns, firstly,
the grouping together of some 20-25
million people from several continents
into one single humanitarian category
with little attention to the aspects that
define the internal differences of that
category. Secondly, it concerns the
speedy conclusion that these people
‘have lost everything’, a judgement
which is the basis of many well-
intended humanitarian interventions
but which also strips people of their
history and identity and disregards
their capacity to act in response to the
crises in their lives. In other words,
internal refugees become defined as
victims and beneficiaries, not as

people and actors. More attention
must be paid to how IDPs, like other
people affected by war, seek to re-con-
struct their own livelihoods – socially,
psychologically, economically, political-
ly and culturally. 

I believe that what I, and others of
similar orientation, said at that con-
ference was an important input into
creating the Response Strategies
Project. When I was later invited to
coordinate with Marc Vincent the pre-
sent project on how IDPs respond to
crisis and displacement we agreed
that our starting point would be to
see IDPs as actors – even when they
were clearly victims. We also agreed
that, insofar as possible, our investi-
gation of the issue should be based on
field research, interviews and partici-
patory methods that would better
allow us to see things from IDPs’ own
point of view. All are aspects that are
characteristic of an anthropological
approach. 

Finally we agreed to adopt Francis
Deng’s Guiding Principles as a themat-
ic guideline for all the country case
studies. Regardless of the initial moti-
vation for choosing these as a
framework, they also turned out to be
useful in linking the humanitarian and
the research agendas and creating a
shared framework, focus and language.

Employing an anthropological
approach has allowed broader, more
personal and, perhaps, more in-depth
accounts to be voiced. Practitioners
with responsibility for a programme
or project, of course, also interview
people at various stages in the project
cycle. My own experiences tell me that
often you end up steering the inter-
view and only listen partially. Basically
what you are interested in hearing is
what needs people have that somehow
match your mandate and capacity as
an organisation. That this is the case
is, for instance, reflected in the differ-
ent ‘shopping lists’ that people in
areas with many humanitarian agen-
cies prepare – they know exactly what
to tell SCF, Oxfam, UNICEF and others.
The diversity of lived experiences is
translated into a limited and tangible
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number of  ‘needs’ that are defined by
‘availability and supply’. 

I do not claim that we arrived at
whole truth and nothing but the truth
but I do think that because we did not
come to the task with any precon-
ceived ideas we got a broader and
more complex picture. If people’s
responses can be used to make a
judgment, it was significant and
heartening that so many people
expressed their appreciation that
“finally somebody has listened to 
our story”.

There were other benefits too. The
field studies brought out the internal
differentiation of the IDP category.
Despite often stressing how important
it is to remember this we frequently
fall back on the general IDP category.
‘IDP’ has different histories and social
and political meanings in different
conflicts. Rather than being an objec-
tive universal descriptive category, it
is one that is constantly being socially
and politically constructed. The pro-
ject also reminded us that differences
in religion, ethnicity, gender, age and

occupation influence not only how
and to what extent people are affect-
ed by forced displacement but also
the response strategies that people
develop. In several case studies it
became apparent that forced displace-
ment is never the only axis of identity
and that in most cases it is far from
being the most important one.
Religion, ethnicity, gender, age, occu-
pation or other aspects of identify are
more important than being an IDP.

This leads to the second point regard-
ing the interpretation or narrative of
displacement. Humanitarian thinking
identifies conflict and displacement
as the main cause of displaced peo-
ple’s current predicaments and often
falsely assumes that displacement is
then also the most important event in
people’s lives. There is a further
assumption that displacement is a
temporary deviation from normal life,
that it exists only between brackets,
so to speak, and that consequently all
displaced people long for return and
resettlement. Studies showed, how-
ever, that other events, positions
and relationships were often evoked

in explanation of a person’s current
situation. Getting married or marry-
ing off your daughter were, for
instance, often seen as more signifi-
cant events, which changed a
person’s social identity and status in
a more fundamental way. 

Another point that was brought out
clearly was that in several cases dis-
placement was interpreted within a
specific cultural framework that gave
it a particular meaning and some-
times even purpose as part of a
group’s or community’s self-realisa-
tion. The study showed that the
notion of ‘home’, which is so central
in the discussion of displacement and
resettlement, was much more ambigu-
ous than we tend to think. The idea
that ‘home’ is your community, your
village, the place where you, your
ancestors and relatives come from,
the soil where your identity is rooted
and where you have an almost natural
sense of belonging, is only partly true.
IDPs’ accounts revealed that this was
only the case for some. For others,
‘home’ was something that was
always in a process of being created,
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depending as much on future oppor-
tunities as on past experiences. 

This shows us that while we tend to
think of displacement as a temporary
deviation from normal life, a disrup-
tive event to be corrected, the
possibility also exists that some peo-
ple see displacement as an
opportunity for change. People do not
only look back; they also look to the
future and try to plan for it.

The third point I would like to include
concerns the social meanings of social
and economic activities. Often when
discussing the initiatives of people, or
the projects of agencies, we focus on
the activity itself in a narrow sense.
For instance, when talking about eco-
nomic activities we simply talk about
trade or business, maybe including a
description of the items being traded.
Our interviews showed that an activity
such as ‘making baskets and selling
them at the local market’ could mean
very different things to different peo-
ple. It could be a continuation of a
recognised pre-war activity, providing

a guaranteed level of income while
also defining the person’s social iden-
tity as member of a community. It
could be a new activity that implied
learning new skills, entering new rela-
tionships, reworking domestic gender
roles and perhaps even risking social
stigmatisation and marginalisation. In
that case economic gains would have
tremendous social costs. The general
point here to remember is that IDPs –
like any other social group – inhabit
particular social and cultural worlds.

We must not lose sight of the capacity
of people to analyse their own situa-
tion. When we gave IDPs the chance to
talk about what they had done prior
to, during and after displacement,
rather than what their needs were (the
standard project needs assessments
approach), many of them demonstrat-
ed great capacity to analyse their
situation and make risk assessments.
Their analyses were translated into
actions that prepared them for what
might come but also informed their
constant adjustments of response
strategies and learning from past

experiences. In fact, their analyses
were often more in touch with recent
developments and more precise (con-
taining more variables and concrete
details) than those provided by the
external agencies.

In conclusion, I believe that the
approach taken by this initiative,
which has focused on documenting
‘conflict and displacement as the IDPs
experience it and respond to it’, has
contributed many novel insights and
perspectives. Many issues remain
unexplored and not yet well under-
stood. I hope that you, practitioners
and researchers, will take this oppor-
tunity to identify and discuss possible
shared interests, so that in the com-
ing years we will see a number of new
initiatives in this direction.
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e felt that, while there was a
lot of emphasis on institu-
tional dilemmas and issues

of sovereignty, we needed to look
more closely at how real people
respond to displacement. This was
particularly important if we were to
begin working on our second objec-
tive which was to try to see how we
can develop concrete recommenda-
tions as a humanitarian community to
improve our response. 

These objectives are not particularly
new. Indeed, the refugee field and the
anthropology field have been talking
about them for a long time. So what

exactly have we tried to do that was
different?

Firstly, although many of the condi-
tions facing IDPs may be the same as
those facing refugees, we know that
their context can be very different as
a result of their closer proximity to
the actual armed actors or potential
security and protection threats. In
order to better understand the protec-
tion issues we wanted to focus some
of our attention on that particular
area.

Secondly, as many of us who are
working in the humanitarian field
know, we frequently talk about the
need to better integrate and include
the displaced in our decision-making
processes. This is something which is
clearly supported in the Guiding
Principles on Internal Displacement.
Often, however, the difficulty is find-
ing out how best to integrate and

Response strategies: the need
to involve the displaced

by Marc Vincent
I would like to start with an overview of the
Response Strategies Project. We started with two
principal objectives, the first of which was to under-
stand how individuals in communities respond to
displacement.
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